
CLARIFICATION#6 
Request for Bids  

Goods 

(One-Envelope Bidding Process) 

 

Country: Republic of Armenia 

 

Project Name: Additional Financing for the Disease Prevention and Control 

Loan No.: 9202-AM 

 

RFB No: CR5/AF/RFB/B-G/001-22 

 

Procurement of radiology diagnostic equipment, laboratory diagnostic equipment, surgery 

and hospital equipment, general hospital and polyclinic equipment and medical furniture 

for “Martuni Medical Center” CJSC of Gegharkunik Marz of the RA, including 

installation, start-up and training, comprising 5 lots 

 

Dear Bidders, 

 

In response to the requests for clarification received on July 6 and July 8, 2022, please find below 

(Section II - Bid Data Sheet, Clause ITB7․1) the respective response: 

 

Q.: Please clarify: 

LOT1 - items #1, #3, #4, #5, #6 and #7: The system should include all the necessary accessories 

and accessories needed for full operation 

 

Are the login and password used to customize the equipment included or not? 

 

A.: The lines under Lot-1: 

- “The system should include all the necessary accessories and accessories needed for full 

operation” for Item#1 (Dry X-ray Film Printer);  

-“The kit includes all the necessary additional devices and accessories for the full operation of the 

equipment” for Item#3 (Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) for Medical CT Scanner), 

Item#4 (Stationary Ultrasound System with 4 probes and printer), Item#5 (Portable 

Ultrasound System with 3 probes) and Item#6 (Surgical X-Ray unit (C-Arm)), and 

-“The set includes all the necessary additional devices and accessories to complete functioning of 

the equipment and safety accessories required for the protection of personnel (example: cables, 

installation materials, insulation materials and etc)” for Item#7 (CT Scanner)  

 

mean that for the full operation of the equipment, all cables, connectors, all necessary and other 

accessories not specified in the Technical Specifications must be included.  

 

The login and password must be included and the Supplier must provide both to the Purchaser 

and the Medical Center where the equipment will be installed. 

 

Q.: Also for LOT5: 

 

For item #12: 



- Does the frame (carcass) have to be made of stainless steel or it can be made of 

aluminum?; 

- How much is the width (with wheels) ot the infusion stand? 

For item #13: 

- Does the frame (carcass) have to be made of stainless steel or it can be made of 

aluminum?; 

- What does the “provision for vises longitudinal strengthening bar” mean?; 

- Does the mattress of the couch have to be with anti-fire PVC ()Polyvinyl chloride & 

sponge or upholstered simile-leather? 

For item#16: 

- Does the frame (carcass) have to be made of stainless steel or it can be made of 

aluminum? 

 

A.: Item#12- Mobile Infusion Stand under Lot-5 

 

-The frame (carcass) of the mobile infusion stand must be made of stainless steel as specified 

in the Technical Specifications. 

- The the dimensions, including width (with wheels) are as follows” Size։ Ø450xH2100 mm,  

deviation not more than 3%”․ It must be Ø450mm, deviation not more than 3%”, as specified 

in the Technical Specifications.  

Item#13- Medical examination couch under Lot-5 

- The frame (carcass) of medical examination couch must be made of chrome, as specified in 

the Technical Specifications.  

-The line “Chrome-Plated heavy duty Frame with provision for Vises Longitudinal 

Strengthening Bar” means that that the legs of the medical examination couch must be attached 

to each other with metal bars in the lower part for the purpose of additional strength. 

- The mattress can be either anti-fire PVC and sponge, or washable leather upholstery and sponge; 

both are acceptable 

 

Item#16- Hospital Trolley under Lot-5 

 

-The frame (carcass) of the hospital trolley must be made of stainless steel as specified in the 

Technical Specifications. 

 

Best regards, 

 

Kristine Ghambaryan 

Procurement Specialist 

 
“Health Project Implementation Unit” State Agency 

of the Ministry of Health of the RA  

 

49/4 Komitas ave, 5th floor, 0051 Yerevan, RA (5th floor) 

Tel. (+374 10) 29 75 36, (+374 10) 29 75 37 

E-mail: info@healthpiu.am,  procurement@healthpiu.am, kristine.ghambaryan@healthpiu.am 

www.healthpiu.am 
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